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Abstract— Indonesia is the fourth country with the
largest population in the world and rich of cultural
heritage and local wisdom. However, the majority of
Indonesian people are less caring, less knowing and
minimum understanding about Indonesian culture
because of the lack of facilities to provide information of
Indonesian culture. On the other hand, Android
development is increasingly rapid and free to develop.
This is an opportunity that can be used to build a culture
of learning systems to maintain the existence Indonesia
culture in the eyes of Indonesian people.
This research aims to create a system of Indonesian
Culture Learning android based mobile application that
can be used as a medium of learning Indonesian culture.
The methodology of this development is using SDLC
which starting from planning, requirements analysis,
system design, implementation, testing and maintenance.
And using Android Studio as the main program,
Photoshop and Microsoft Paint for image processing, and
DIA to design UML.
Indonesian Learning Culture can display ten kinds of
culture, that is: traditional house, traditional food,
traditional clothes, traditional dance, traditional
language, traditional music instruments, traditional song,
tribe, handy craft and tourist attraction. Where each
category shows an example of each of the provinces in
Indonesia.
Keyword— Android,
Application, SDLC.
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OVERVIEW

Indonesia is an archipelago with diverse races and
cultures starting from Sabang to Merauke. This is the
only wealth can never be purchased by other countries.
Society of Indonesia himself was very aware of all
wealth owned, but do they know well the culture that
exists in this beloved country? The answer is no, why?
According to Amna Shifia and friends (2014:1) this is
caused by the negative influence of the development of
the current globalization has led to the development of
the cultural influence of the nation of Indonesia.
Besides that the lack of facilities provided by the
government may also affect the waning values of
cultural preservation.

And according to Dyina Shoful dan Heri Sismoro
(2015:1) stated that the impact of globalization is also,
lead to changes in lifestyle a more modern society. The
effect is people will prefer to the new culture that may
be considered more practical than the local culture.
Besides that our young generation have also felt this
changing of lifestyle, they who simply absorb foreign
cultures that are considered more modern for example,
an irreverent way of dressing and how to get along too
freely adopted by teenagers causing a defiance of the
existing norms.
According to Amna Shifia and friends (2014:1) they
declare that another factor is the problem is the lack of
public awareness of the importance role of the local
culture. The local culture is the identity of the nation.
As the nation's identity, the local culture should be kept
maintained the authenticity or ownership so as not to be
recognized by other countries. However, it does not
cover the possibility of incoming foreign culture as long
as it complies with the personality of the country
because the country also need input-input from other
countries that will have an effect on developments in
his country [3].
Even so, the issue can be resolved by performing a
good introduction through effective and efficient
media, one of them using a mobile application that
contains about the culture of Indonesia. The mobile
application is the right solution to solve existing
problems, as it can make it easier for everybody
especially the young generation in the study of art and
culture.
Indonesian young generation and the community are
the target of creating this application. At certain of time
like now days most of smartphone users are student
ranging from elementary school until college. In
addition, mobile applications can also be utilized as a
means to introduce the culture and natural beauty to
tourists Broad.
The objectives to be achieved are as follows:
1. Introducing Indonesian culture and arts in
interesting ways.
2. Increasing Indonesian people's interest to learn
Indonesian culture and arts.
3. Adding alternate media to learn about Indonesian
culture besides books.
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4.

Created a media learning about Indonesia culture
that can help the process of teaching and learning
activities.
Based on the background that has been covered then
the author are motivated to make Indonesia Culture
based on android set on history, culture and the arts of
Indonesia. This learning media also comes with
questions and assessment exercise to test the
knowledge of the users of the application. So it is
expected to provide the solution of existing problems.
II.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This method starts with collecting data, analyzing
the data and interpret it. Descriptive methods in the
implementation conducted through a survey
techniques, case studies, analysis of behavior, the study
of time and motion and analysis of the documentary”.
2.1 Data Collection Technique
This research used questionnaire technique to
collect data from respondents. In addition spreading
questionnaires in process of collecting data,
researchers also take advantage of smart phones as a
medium to access applications that have been created
to expedite data collection process.The questionnaire
will be used to assess the applications, while
smartphone as a medium so that the respondent can see
and assess the applications that already installed.
2.1.1

Types of Data

The data collected in this study is qualitative and
quantitative data, which are:
a. Qualitative data is data about the development
process of learning media in the form of criticism
and suggestions from respondents
b. Quantitative data is the core data in the study is
data feasibility assessment developed learning
media.
2.1.2
Technique Analysis Data
Data and information that has been obtained and
analysed, the data will be analysed in this study are as
follows:
1. Qualitative Data
Qualitative data in the form of criticism and
suggestions provided by respondents will be
analysed descriptively.
2. Quantitative Data
The
quantitative
data
obtained
from
questionnaires assessing the quality of products
provided to the respondent. Data quality learning
media in the form of qualitative data. To get a
quality assessment media, the qualitative data
were analyzed with the following steps:
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Then search for the ideal score (ideal value) to
determine the
rating
Table 1. Score scale
Answer Scale

Score

Yes/Attractive/Fast/Good/Easy/Helpful/Agree

4

Quite interest/Fast enough/Quite easy/less
agree

3

Unattractive/Less fast/Difficult/Neutral

2

No/Not attractive/Very
Disagree

Slow/Bad/

Very

1

scale and the total answer. To search for the ideal score
of all items, use the following formula:
Ideal value = Scale value x Number of respondents
Next will be determined the rating scale value and the
intervals between 0 - 100 values.
Table 2. Interval and Category
Interval

Category

0% - 24,99%

Very Weak

25% - 49,99%

Weak

50% - 74,99%

Strong Enough

75% - 99,99%

Strong

100%

Very Strong

After that, to determine the number of answers from
the respondents by percentage using the following
formula:
Information:
p = Percentage
f = Frequency of each questionnaire
n = number of ideal score

1.2 Place And Research Time
Researchers conducted the study at Tanri Abeng
University at Swadarma Raya St. No. 58, Ulujami –
Pesanggrahan, South Jakarta. Research conducted in
stages in November 2016.
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1.3 Systems Development Methods
The development of the system of learning the
Indonesia culture based on android using System
Development Lifecycle (SDLC) model. The SDLC
model is a systematic approach to software and
sequential, beginning from the stage of the System
planning, analysis, design, implementation, testing and
maintenance. Indonesia learning culture is concerned
with activities such as:
1. System Planning
After problem that occurred in community are
found, researcher decide to solve that problem by
creating a learning culture system that expected to
resolve problem that occurs. This are the planning
to create the system:
•

Define the goal of developing the system, the
system should be able to help resolve problems
that occur and useful to users and the
determination of the scope of the development
of the system that is the target or targets of the
system constructed in this case the main target
of cultural learning systems to the entire people
of Indonesia.

•

Feasibility study, namely a feasibility study for
the system to be made, such as making a study
of how business processes will run with the
system to be developed. The business process
being used is SDLC.

•

Determine and gather the resources necessary
data as much as possible such as books, articles
and journals related to Indonesian culture and
manufacture based on system Android.

the author also look for similar applications to be used
as a comparison.
• User Analysis
At this stage the researchers conducted an analysis
and determine that the system will be created will be
used to all people of Indonesia and also to all ages
ranging from children to adults.
3. Design
Based on the analysis, the next stage of design or
design products that include:
a. UML Design.
At the design stage first thing to do is do a UML
design to determine the workflow system to be created.
This stage is the stage of designing a system that will be
described in the form of the design of UML as follows:

2. System Analysis
The second stage is the analysis of the need to know
what will be used to build the system. Here is the
analysis of system requirements:
• Analysis Technology
Analysis of the technological tools used in the
manufacture of this system is the use of Android Studio
as a medium to build a system or application, in
addition, researchers also use the DIA application for
designing business processes in such a system design
usecase diagram, activity diagram and others. Other
applications needed is an application that is used as a
medium Photoshop design background on the system
and also the design of the icon image that will be used
on the button.
• Information Analysis
In this phase, researchers conducted data collection
using Method Research Library that is by collecting as
much information as possible from books, article and
journals related to culture and Android development
application to get the required information. Moreover,

Figure 1. Use case Diagram for User

Use case diagram
Use case diagrams serve to illustrate the existing
facilities within the learning system for the user. From
Figure 1 Use Case Diagram for User explaining that the
user gets the facility fully to open any material that is in
the learning system and operate exercises are provided
in the system, but the user cannot change the content of
the materials and exercises since the system is still
static. And of Figure 2 Use Case Diagram for Admin"
explained that the admin also get the facility fully to
process data and control system for the system to be
updated.
IJNMT, Vol. IV, No. 1 | June 2017
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i. Actor Definition
• Actor (User)
Explained about the facilities obtained by the user
of the learning system of Indonesian culture. Users that
is, those who have access rights to use all the facilities
in the learning system that is open all cultural learning
materials available, and can make or answer any
exercises that exist in learning media.
•

2. System Maintenance and Layout
Admin can perform system maintenance and layout
is to update the system to be compatible in all Android
smartphones and admin can edit the layout of the
system to make it look attractive.

Actor (Admin)

Explained about the facilities obtained by the admin
of the system Indonesian culture learning system.
Admin that is, those who have access rights to process
all the data (the learning material culture) in the
system, in addition to the admin can also updating the
system and to edit the layout to make it more attractive.
Figure 3. Diagram Activity for all system Material in

Indonesian Culture Learnig

Figure 2. Use case Diagram for Admin

ii.

Usecase Definition
• Use case (for User)
In this case there are three use cases that matter
Indonesian Culture, exercises and exit.
1. Material Culture of Indonesia.
In this section, the user can open or view and study the
material of Indonesia culture covering traditional
Figure 4. Diagram Activity for all system Exercise in
home, traditional language, traditional food, traditional
Indonesian Culture Learnig
music instruments, traditional clothes, tourist
attractions, crafts and traditional songs.
2. Exercises
In this section, the user can practice doing exercises by i. Activity Diagram
choosing the correct picture.
In above Figure 3 Diagram Activity for all system
3. Exit
Material
in Indonesian Culture Learning and Figure 4
In this section, the user can log out of the system.
Diagram
Activity for all system Exercise in Indonesian
• Use case (for Admin)
Culture
Learning
describes that when users enter into
In this case there are two Use case, which is
main
menu
page
there
is a menu option Learn, Quiz and
maintaining data (material) of Indonesia culture and
Exit.
Each
option
has
a
submenu option, except the exit
maintaining the system and layout.
menu that will directly take the user out of the system.
1. Data Maintenance (materials)
In this section, the admin can perform data
maintenance (material) such as view, update and delete
data. The data in here is about traditional home,
traditional language, traditional food, traditional music
instruments, traditional clothes, tourist attractions,
crafts and traditional songs.
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Here's a description from above picture of each
option activity:
Table 3. Description about submenu learn and quiz
No.

Submenu Learn
Option

Submenu Quiz
Option

1.

Traditional Dance

Traditional House

2.

Tribe

Traditional Food

3.

Handy Craft

Traditional Dance

4.

Tourist Attraction

Traditional Music
Instrument

5.

Traditional House

Traditional Clothes

6.

Traditional Language

Info

7.

Traditional Foods

8.

Traditional Music
Instrument

9.

Traditional Clothes

10.

Traditional Song

The explanation for the menu option Learning and

Figure 6. Diagram Activity for Song

In Figure 6 Diagram Activity for Traditional Song
activity on the previous page explain that the activity
begins when users are logged into the main menu page,
the next activity is selecting option Learn, in option
Learn there are 10 sub menu, then the user will choose
a submenu Traditional Song hereinafter will be list
menu of 34 provinces in Indonesia after that user will

Figure 7. Diagram Activity for Traditional Dance
Figure 5. Diagram Activity for Tribe

submenus:
In Figure 5 Diagram Activity for Tribe on the
previous page explain that the activity begins when
users are logged into the main menu page, the next
activity is selecting option Learn, in the option Learn
there are 10 submenu, then the user will choose a
submenu Tribe which subsequently will be list menu
of 34 provinces in Indonesia after that user will choose
one of the provinces, and after that there will be
information about the tribe of the provinces selected by
the user. User can see other information about tribe
from another province by choosing another province
on list province.

choose one of the provinces, and after that there will be
information about the traditional song of the provinces
selected by the user. User can see other information
about song from another province by choosing another
province on list province.
In Figure 7 Diagram Activity for Traditional Dance
on the previous page explain that the activity begins
when users are logged into the main menu page, the
next activity is selecting option Learn, in option Learn
there are 10 submenu, then the user will choose a
submenu Traditional Dance which will further there list
menu of 34 provinces in Indonesia after that user will
choose one of the provinces, and after that there will be
information about the traditional dance of the province
selected by the user. User can see other information
about traditional dance from another province by
choosing another province on list province.
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Figure 8. Diagram Activity for Traditional Food

In Figure 8 Diagram Activity for Traditional Food on
the previous page explain that the activity begins when
users are logged into the main menu page, the next
activity is selecting option Learn, in option Learn there
are 10 submenu, then the user will choose a submenu
Traditional Food that then there will be list menu of 34
provinces in Indonesia after that user will choose one of
the provinces, and after that there will be information
about the traditional food of the province selected by
the user. User can see other information about
traditional food from another province by choosing
another province on list province.

Figure 9. Diagram Activity for Traditional Language

Figure 10. Diagram Activity for Traditional Home

In Figure 10 Diagram Activity for Traditional Home
on the previous page explain that the activity begins
when users are logged into the main menu page, the
next activity is selecting option Learn, in option Learn
there are 10 submenu, then the user will choose a
submenu Traditional House that then there will be list
menu of 34 provinces in Indonesia after that user will
choose one of the provinces, and after that there will be
information about the traditional house of the provinces
selected by the user. User can see other information
about traditional house from another province by
choosing another province on list province.
In Figure 11 Diagram Activity for Traditional
Clothes on the previous page explain that the activity
begins when users are logged into the main menu page,
the next activity is selecting option Learn, in option
Learn there are 10 submenu, then the user will choose a
submenu Traditional Clothes that then there will be list
menu of 34 provinces in Indonesia after that user will
choose one of the provinces, and after that there will be
information about the traditional clothes of the
provinces selected by the user. User can see other
information about traditional house from another
province by choosing another province on list province.

In Figure 9 Diagram Activity for Traditional
Language on the previous page explain that the activity
begins when users are logged into the main menu page,
the next activity is selecting the "Learn, in option Learn
there are 10 submenu, then the user will choose a
submenu Traditional Language hereinafter there will be
list menu of 34 provinces in Indonesia after that user
will choose one of the provinces, and after that there
will be information about the traditional language of the
province selected by the user. User can see other
information about traditional language from another
province by choosing another province on list province.
Figure 11. Diagram Activity for Clothes
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Figure 14. Diagram Activity for Handycraf
Figure 12. Diagram Activity for Tourist Attraction

In Figure 12 Diagram Activity for Tourist
Attraction on the previous page explain that the activity
begins when users are logged into the main menu page,
the next activity is selecting option Learn, in the Learn
there are 10 submenu, then the user will choose a
submenu Traditional Tourist Attraction which would
then be no list menu of 34 provinces in Indonesia after
that user will choose one of the provinces, and after that
there will be information about the traditional tourist
attraction of the province selected by the user. User can
see other information about traditional house from
another province by choosing another province on list
province.
In Figure 13 Diagram Activity for Traditional
Music Instrument on the previous page explain that the
activity begins when users are logged into the main
menu page, the next activity is selecting the option
Learn, in option Learn there are 10 submenu, then the
user will choose a submenu Traditional Music
Instrument which would then be no list menu of 34
provinces in Indonesia after that user will choose one of

selected by the user. User can see other information
about traditional house from another province by
choosing another province on list province.
In Figure 14 Diagram Activity for Handy craft on
the previous page explain that the activity begins when
users are logged into the main menu page, the next
activity is selecting option Learn, in the Learn there are
10 submenu, then the user will choose a submenu
Traditional Handicraft hereinafter will be list menu of
34 provinces in Indonesia after that user will choose one
of the provinces, and after that there will be information
about the traditional handicrafts of the province
selected by the user. User can see other information
about traditional house from another province by
choosing another province on list province.
The explanation for the menu option Exercise and
submenu:

Figure 15. Diagram Activity for exercise

the provinces, and after that there will be information
Figure 13. Diagram Activity for exercise Traditional Music
Instrument

about traditional music instrument of the provinces

In Figure 15 Diagram Activity for exercise
Traditional House on the previous picture explain that
the activity begins when users are logged into the main
menu page, the next activity is to choose Quiz, in
option Quiz, there are 6 submenu, then the user will
choose a submenu Traditional House which will then
be there to see the question of traditional house existing
IJNMT, Vol. IV, No. 1 | June 2017
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in Indonesia after that the user will answer questions
consist of 10 questions along with an image that will
appear randomly and after that there will be
information about scores that user obtain.

Figure 18. Diagram Activity for exercise Traditional
Clothes

Figure 16. Diagram Activity for exercise Traditional
Food

In Figure 16 Diagram Activity for exercise
Traditional Food on the previous page explain that the
activity begins when users are logged into the main
menu page, the next activity is to choose Quiz, in
option Quiz, there are 6 submenu, then the user will
choose a submenu Traditional Food which in turn will
be a display of questions about traditional food that is
in Indonesia after that the user will answer questions
consisting of 10 questions along with an image that
will appear randomly and after that there will be
information about scores that user obtain.

in Indonesia after that the user will answer questions
consisting of 10 questions along with an image that
will appear randomly and after that there will be
information about scores that user obtain.
In Figure 18 Diagram Activity for exercise
Traditional Clothes on the previous page explain that
the activity begins when users are logged into the main
menu page, the next activity is to choose Quiz, in
option Quiz, there are 6 submenu, then the user will
choose a submenu Traditional Clothes hereinafter will
be display questions of traditional clothes that last in
Indonesia after that the user will answer questions
consisting of 10 questions along with an image that
will appear randomly and after that there will be
information about scores that user obtain.

Figure 19. Diagram Activity for exercise Traditional
Music Instrument

Figure 17. Diagram Activity for exercise Traditional
Dance

On Figure 17 Diagram Activity for exercise
Traditional Dance on the previous page explain that the
activity begins when users are logged into the main
menu page, the next activity is to choose Quiz, in
option Quiz, there are 6 submenu, then the user will
choose a submenu Traditional Dance which in turn will
be a display of questions about traditional dance that is
8
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In Figure 19 Diagram Activity for exercise
Traditional Music Instrument on the previous page
explain that the activity begins when users are logged
into the main menu page, the next activity is choose
option "Quiz", in option "Quiz", there is 6 submenu,
then the user will choose a submenu Traditional Music
Instrument after that system will display question
about traditional music instrument in Indonesia after
that the user will answer questions that consist of 10
questions along with an image that will appear
randomly and after that there will be information about
scores that user obtain.
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answer the quiz. Additional information for figure 22
sequence diagram for quiz option on the figure is
supposed to have 5 class about quiz option and 1 about
info guidelines activity but because of all class of quiz
option have the same flow of sequential activity so the
author only put 3 class of quiz option which is Soal1,
Soal3, and Soal4.
iii. Class Diagram

Figure 20. Diagram Activity for Info Guidelines

On the Figure 23 Class diagram for Indoculture
system on the next page explain that on Indoculture
system there is 11 class. Each of class shown their own
specification and all class are connected inside the

In Figure 20 Diagram Activity for Info Guidelines
on the previous page explain that the activity begins
when users are logged into the main menu page, the
next activity is choose option "Quiz", in option "Quiz",
there is 6 submenu, user will choose a submenu info
then there will be a display information guidelines
about how to answer the questions.
ii. Sequence diagram
In Figure 21 Sequence diagram for option
“Belajar” on the next page explain that when the user
choose option “Belajar” and the system will display 10
submenu option about culture. From 10 submenu user
will choose for example option traditional house and
the province is south Sumatera, the system will get data
about traditional house from south Sumatera in the
database after the system get valid data which is
traditional house from south Sumatera, system will
display the information to the user. For the other class
it is also have the same sequential flow of system,
which is user choose button “Belajar”, the system will
display submenu option about culture, user will choose
the option about culture and the province, the system
will get the information in database and the last is the
system displaying the valid data to the user. Additional
information for figure 21 sequence diagram for option
“Belajar” on the figure is supposed to have 10 class
about culture activity but because of all class have the
same flow of sequential activity so the author only put
5 class which is MainActivity, TarianActivity,
PakaianActivity, BahasaActivity, MakananActivity.
For Figure 22 Sequence diagram for quiz option
on the next page explain that when the user choose
button quiz, the system will display 5 submenu of quiz
and info guidelines option. In the From 5 submenu of
quiz user can choose one of it for example quiz about
traditional foods, the system will display 10 random
question about traditional foods from 34 province in
Indonesia, after that the user will answer the 10
question and then the system will calculate the sore and
displayed the total score that the user achieve. And the
other one is when user choose option info so the system
will show the information guidelines about how to

Figure 21. Sequence diagram for option “Belajar”

system. There is Db_budaya class this class has a role
as database class where the other 10 classes will
connected. The relationship between each of class and
Db_budaya class is one to many. Db_budaya are able
to create and upgrade database.
iv. Designing creative text, questions and answers
This stage is the stage where the researcher to

Figure 22. Sequence diagram for quiz option

review all the data that has been collected and then
loaded in the format .docx (Microsoft Word document)
using Microsoft word. Discussion answers will be
posted in the form of image formats .png (portable
IJNMT, Vol. IV, No. 1 | June 2017
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media will be revised and will be used in the
implementation phase to the media.

Figure 23. Class diagram for Indoculture system

network graphics) using Microsoft paint, while for
manufacturing the direct question put in java.
v.

Manufacture and collection background, pictures
and images of icons.

The collection of drawings done by doing a search
on google and then collected into one folder. Then
making a background and icon images created in the
image formats .png (portable network graphics) using
Photoshop.
4. Implementation
a. Creating the media.
In creating the media the author using Android
Studio as IDE (Integrated Developing Media). All the
components that have been prepared in the design
phase are then assembled into a complete media in
accordance with a design that was designed before.
There are three activities in the manufacture of media
that is making the interface, coding and testing.
b.

Validation I
At this stage the initial media validated by one
media expert (lecturer) and a subject matter expert
(lecturer). The result in the form of suggestions,
comments, and feedback to the media that will be
developed.
c.

Revision I
At this stage the media will be revised based on the
insert and advice provided by subject matter experts
(professors) and media experts (professors).
d.

Validation II
At this stage the media will be validated by the user
is a student.
e.

Revision II
At this stage the media will be revised based on
suggestions from users enter and learning media
culture in this case as a matter experts. At this stage the
10
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5. System Testing and Integration
At this stage is the stage of the trial applications that
have been created so that researchers can ensure that
there are no errors in the application and the results
should be completely in accordance with what has
previously drafted, by trying the application directly
using a smartphone with Android OS. Here are the list
and specification of some devices which are used as
emulator and tester:
• Name
: Asus Zenfone 5
OS
: Android Version 4.4.2 (KitKat)
• Name
: Samsung Galaxy J16
OS
: Android Version 5.1.1 (Lollipop)
• Name
: Oppo F1s
OS
: Android Version 5.1 (Lollipop)
• Name
: Xiaomi 3 Pro
OS
: Android Version 5.1 (Lollipop)
From application testing that performed on four types
of smartphones with different versions of android and
get satisfying results that the applications can be
installed and run well on all these devices. However,
there are some weaknesses that must be repaired, that
is the consistency of a menu button, culture menu
button position is inconsistent on the screen size of
different devices. And also button back in application
and back button on the device has a different function,
so if pressing button back from device for example in
list of province or in culture information it will not
return to the previous layout but directly go to menu
option.
a.

Field Trial
Phase field trials media learning culture will be
conducted at Tanri Abeng University south Jakarta. In
this phase also distributed a questionnaire to determine
student assessment regarding the media that have been
made.
b.

When in need of revision phase III based on
feedback and suggestions from students. But in
this revision will consider the feedback and
suggestions from the previous validator not to
conflict with previous improvements.

1. Maintenance
This stage is also necessary to perform maintenance
such as updating android operating system on the
application and update information about the culture
and also updates features such as adding or removing
features in applications Indoculture.
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Table 4. Design Output
Layout
Description
Home Page :
1. Containing name of the
media
which
is
“Indonesian Culture”.
2. Button “Belajar” which
will go to option menu
page.
3. Button “Quiz” which
will go to option of
exercise page.
4. Button “Exit” which to
close the system.
Contain about the system
maker.
Option Menu :
1. Button Traditional Home
which will go to 34
Provinces page.
2. Button
Traditional
Language which will go
to 34 Provinces page.
3. Button Traditional Food”
which will go to 34
Provinces page.
4. Button Traditional Music
Instrument which will go
to 34 Provinces page.
5. Button
Traditional
Clothes which will go to
34 Provinces page.
6. Button Local Attraction
which will go to 34
Provinces page.
7. Button Handy craft
which will go to 34
Provinces page.
8. Button Tribe which will
go to 34 Provinces page.
9. Button Traditional Dance
which will go to 34
Provinces page.
10. Button Traditional Song
which will go to 34
Provinces page.
11. Button “Back” which will
go to home page.

List Page :
Containing list of 34
provinces in Indonesia. And
the list is in sequential from
Sumatera to Papua.

Information Page :
1. Contains images related
to the type of culture.
2. Contains the name of the
image that appears.
3. Contains
information
about the origin place.
4. Contain a description of
the image that appears.
Button “Back” which will
go to the list of 34
Provinces page.
List Option for Exercise/Quiz
:
1. Contain the title of the
quiz which is “Quiz
Tebak Gambar”.
2. Button Traditional Home
which will go to
traditional home quiz
page.
3. Button Traditional Food
which will go to
traditional foods quiz
page.
4. Button
Traditional
Dance which will go to
traditional dance quiz
page.
5. Button
Traditional
Clothes which will go to
traditional clothes quiz
page.
6. Button Traditional Music
Instrument which will go
to traditional music
instrument quiz page.
7. Button “Info” which will
go the guidelines page.
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Page Info :
1. Contain of title which is
“Informasi”.
2. Contain of the guidelines
about how to answer the
quiz.
3. Button “Exit” to close
the page of info.

Exercise/Quiz Page :
1. Contain picture which
will appear in random.
2. Contains of question.
Button “Next” which
will go to the next
questions.

Result Page :
1. Contains the information
about score that you
achieve.
2. Button “Exit” to close the
quiz page.

III.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Output of learning media
3.1.1 Main Display
In the “Figure 3.1 Main Menu” is the
result of system test on the start screen
where the contents of display consists
of the name of the system, information
system maker and also the button
"Learn" button "Quiz" and the button
"Exit" third button can work very well
without No debug at all.

Figure 3.1 Main menu
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3.1.2 Submenu Learning Display
In the “Figure 3.2 Submenu Option on
the Learning menu option” is the
result of test systems on display
submenu option on the button menu to
learn where the contents of the display
consists of a menu button Traditional
House,
Regional
Languages,
Traditional Food Traditional Musical
Instruments, Traditional Clothes,
Tourist Attraction, Crafts, Tribe,
Figure 3.2
Regional Dance, and Traditional
Display
Song tenth button can work very well
Submenu Option
with no debug at all.
on menu
“Belajar”

3.1.3

Display List of 34 Province
In the “Figure 3.3 Display list of
province” is the result of the test
system in the list view button names
every province in Indonesia. Where
the contents of the display consists of
34 province in Indonesia from Aceh
to Papua Province. 34 list this button
can work very well with no debug at
all.

Figure 3.4 Display
information about
traditional house

3.1.4 Display Information about
Traditional House
On “Figure 3.4 Display information
about traditional house” is a system
test results on the display traditional
house information content selected by
province. The display consists of a
traditional house name, origin
province, a description of the
traditional house and the back button
to return to the list of province. With
results like these show that in addition
to the display information has gone
Figure 3.3 Display
well and the back button can work
button list of 34
very well with no debug at all.
Province

ISSN 2354-0082
3.1.5 Display Information about Traditional Clothes
On “Figure 3.5 Display information
about traditional clothes” is a system
test results on the display of
information content of traditional
clothes selected by province. The
display consists of the name of
traditional clothes, provincial origin,
description of the traditional clothes
and a back button to return to the list
of province. With results like these
show that in addition to the display
Figure 3.5
information has gone well and the
Display
information about back button can work very well with
traditional clothes no debug at all.

these show that in addition to the display information
has gone well and the back button can work very well
with no debug at all.
3.1.9 Display Information about Traditional Handy
Craft
On “Figure 3.9 Display information
about traditional handy craft” is a
system test results on the display
handy craft traditional information
content selected by province. The
display consists of a handy craft
traditional name, provincial origin,
description of the traditional handy
craft and the back button to return to
the list of province. With results like
these show that in addition to the
Figure 3.9 Display display information has gone well
information about
and the back button can work very
handy craft
well with no debug at all.

3.1.6 Display Information about Traditional Food
On “Figure 3.6 Display information
about traditional food” is a system
test results on the display traditional
food information content selected by
province. The display consists of the
name of traditional food, provincial 3.1.10 Display Information about Tribe
origin, description of the traditional
On “Figure 3.10 Display information
food and the back button to return to
about tribe” is a system test results on
the list of province. With results like
the display of information content tribe
these show that in addition to the
chosen by province. The display
display information has gone well
consists of the name of tribe, province
Figure 3.6 Display
and the back button can work very
of origin, description of the tribe and
information about
well with no debug at all.
the back button to return to the list of
traditional food
province. With results like these show
3.1.7
Display Information about
that in addition to the display
Traditional Musical Instrument
information has gone well and the
On “Figure 3.7 Display information Figure 3.10 Display back.
about traditional music instrument”
information about
is a system test results on the display
tribe
of information content of traditional
music instrument chosen by province.
The display consists of the name of 3.1.11 Display Information about Traditional Dance
traditional
music
instrument,
On
“Figure
3.11
Display
provincial origin, description of the
information
about
traditional
traditional music instruments and a
dance” is a system test results on a
back button to return to the list of
traditional
dance
display
Figure 3.7 Display province. With results like these show
information content selected by
information about
that in addition to the display
province. The display consists of
traditional music
information has gone well and the
the name of traditional dance,
instrument
back button can work very well with
provincial origin, description of the
no debug at all.
traditional dance and a back button
3.1.8 Display Information about Tourist Attraction
to return to the list of province. With
On “Figure 3.8 Display information Figure 3.11 Display results like these show that in
information about
about tourist attraction” is a system
addition
to
the
display
traditional dance
test results on a display of traditional
information has gone well and the
tourist attraction information content
back button can work very well
selected by province. The display
with no debug at all.
consists of a traditional tourist
attraction name, province of origin,
the description of the traditional
tourist attraction and a back
Figure 3.8 Display
button to return to the list of
information about tourist
attraction
province. With results like
IJNMT, Vol. IV, No. 1 | June 2017
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3.1.12 Display Information about Traditional Song
On “Figure 3.12 Display information
about traditional song” is a system test
results on the display of information
content of traditional song selected by
province. The display consists of a
traditional song name, provincial
origin, description of the traditional
song and the back button to return to the
list of province. With results like these
show that in addition to the display
information has gone well and the
Figure 3.22 Display back button can work very well with
information about
no debug at all.
traditional song

On “Figure 3.12 Display Quiz
Traditional Food” is a system test
results on the display contents of a
quiz about the traditional food you
selected will appear randomly. The
number of questions that will
perform are as many as 10
questions. The display consists of a
picture traditional food from
various provinces in Indonesia,
questions, and next button to go to
the next question. With results
Figure 3.11 Display like these show that in addition to
Quiz Traditional
the display information has gone
Food
well and the back button can work
very well with no debug at all.

3.1.13
Display Submenu Quiz
On “Figure 3.13 Display Submenu
Quiz” is the result of test systems 3.1.16 Display Quiz Traditional Dance
on display submenu quiz on the
On “Figure 3.13 Display Quiz
button menu quiz in which the
Traditional Dance” is a system test
contents of the display consists of a
results on a display of traditional
menu button quiz Traditional
dance quiz contents selected will
House,
Traditional
Food,
appear randomly. The number of
Traditional Dance , Traditional
questions that will perform are as
Clothes,
Traditional
Musical
many as 10 questions. The display
Instruments and Info the sixth
consists of images traditional dance
button can work very well with no
from
various
provinces
in
Figure 3.13 Display debug at all.
Indonesia, questions, and next
Submenu Quiz
button to go to the next question.
Figure 3.13
With results like these show that in
Display Quiz
3.1.14 Display Quiz Traditional house
addition to the display information
Traditional Dance has gone well and the back button
On “Figure 3.14 Display Quiz
Traditional house” is a system test
can work very well with no debug
results on the display contents of
at all.
the traditional house quiz selected
will appear randomly. The number 3.1.17 Display Quiz Traditional Clothes
of questions that will perform are
On “Figure 3.17 Display Quiz
as many as 10 questions. The
Traditional Clothes” is a system test
display consists of a traditional
results on the display contents of a
picture house from various
quiz about the traditional clothes
provinces in Indonesia, questions,
chosen will appear randomly. The
and next button to go to the next
number of questions that will
question. With results like these
perform are as many as 10 questions.
Figure 3.14 Display show that in addition to the display
The display consists of images of
Quiz Traditional
information has gone well and the
traditional clothes of various
house
back button can work very well
provinces in Indonesia, questions,
with no debug at all.
and next button to go to the next
Figure 3.17
question. With results like these
Display Quiz
3.1.15 Display Quiz Traditional Food
show that in addition to the display
Traditional
information has gone well and the
Clothes
back button can work very well with
no debug at all.
3.1.18 Display Quiz Traditional Music Instrument
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On “Figure 3.18 Display Quiz
Traditional Music Instrument” is a
system test results on a display of
traditional music quiz content of the
selected instrument will appear
randomly. The number of questions
that will perform are as many as 10
questions. The display consists of
images of traditional music
instruments from various provinces
in Indonesia, questions, and next
button to go to the next question.
With results like these show that in
to
the
display
Figure 3.18Display addition
information
has
gone
well
and the
Quiz Traditional
back button can work very well
Music Instrument
with no debug at all.
3.1.19 Display Info guidelines
On “Figure 3.19 Display Info
guidelines” is a system test results
on the display guidelines on how to
answer the quiz. There exit button to
go to the previous page. With results
like these show that in addition to the
display information has gone well
and the back button can work very
well with no debug at all.

Qualitative data are get from the questionnaire
which the testers were asked to provide comments and
suggestions in order to determine the advantages and
disadvantages of learning to the media on the further
development of this learning media will become even
better. In this case the testers were very enthusiastic to
give criticism and suggestions were very good and
helpful for researchers. Overall criticisms and
suggestions can be found in the appendix.
3.2.2 Analysis Quantitative Data
Implementation phase is carried out by
disseminating a questionnaire to 34 students from
various majors and batch in Tanri Abeng University as
testers to test and assess the learning media culture that
has been installed on the smartphone. The
questionnaire using Likert scale with four different
alternative answers according to the characteristics of
the question. Besides that testers were also asked to
install learning media on their smartphone. Researcher
share learning media by spread link where learning
media has been uploaded which is google drive and
testers must download and install the learning media
on their smartphones. Tester assessment results can be
seen in the Appendix. In the following is the details of
results of the assessment result from testers.
Table 3.2.2 Assessment Aspects and Number of values
No.

Figure 3.19 Display
Info guidelines

3.1.20 Display Score
On “Figure 3.20 Display Score” is
a system test results on the display
score results have been achieved
after answering the previous
questions.
The
number
of
questions that will perform are as
many as 10 questions. On this page
will show the number of correct,
wrong number and total value, if
the value is less than 60 then the
user fails to answer the questions
correctly, if the value of 60 or more
then the user has passed by
Figure 3.20 Display
answering questions correctly.
Score
With results like these show that
in addition to the display
information has gone well and the
back button can work very well
with no debug at all.
3.2 Research Result (For functionality and Usability
Testing Phase)
3.2.1 Analysis Qualitative Data

1.
2.
3.

Assessment Aspects
System
Display Media
Displayed Information
Total
Percentage

Number of
values
467
105
370
942
67,28%

Based on assessment results in above table 3.2.2
from the testers of Tanri Abeng University and based
on assessment from the aspect of the system, display
media and information displayed researcher get a total
value of 942 with the percentage 67.28% which, when
seen from the table of category this value included in
the strong enough category that means media learning
culture is quite feasible to be used as Indonesian
culture learning media.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results from research and discussion
before, it can be concluded as follows:
1.

Based on test results “Indonesian Culture Learning
Media” can be installed and run properly on
smartphones with Android version KitKat and
Lollipop.

2.

Features in the application can run properly in
accordance with user’s needs which is to displays
information about culture from 34 provinces in
IJNMT, Vol. IV, No. 1 | June 2017
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Indonesia such as traditional house, traditional
clothes, traditional dance, traditional foods,
traditional song, traditional music instrument,
tourist attraction, traditional language, handy craft
and tribes.

[7]

3.

“Indonesian Culture Learning Media” can display
10 questions that comes with a picture that will
appear randomly can run properly and also can
displays the score results that user get after
answering the questions in the learning media.

[9]

4.

Based on the validation testing “Indonesian
Culture Learning Media” by distributed a
questionnaire to 34 students of Tanri Abeng
University and get the average value 67.28% from
the testers (students). Based on this assessment can
be stated that “Indonesian Culture Learning
Media” is quite decent to use as an Indonesia
culture learning media.

[8]

[10]
[11]
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